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The CC-STADUS project has trained more than eighty pre-college science, mathematics, and social science teachers in the basics of computer modeling and system dynamics. In the process of teaching these teachers to build single content area and cross-curricular models, the project has experience some major successes and a variety of problems.

More than twenty-five major cross-curricular models and many more single discipline models have been developed by the participants, working both individually and in teams. The training which was provided has evolved continuously in response to feedback from the teachers and formal evaluation. Most major difficulties were eliminated in the second year, allowing consideration of other less obvious problems. The third and final year of the program includes substantial revisions in the focus of the initial training, topics presented by guest speakers, the formation of modeling teams, and the amount of time dedicated to construction of cross-curricular models. Similar changes have been planned for the assessment and support of participants in the year following the training.

Consideration of the successes and problems encountered by the CC-STADUS staff can provide valuable insights to those attempting training of pre-college teachers in modeling or system dynamics. A variety of key factors have been identified that can enhance the effectiveness of the training and the subsequent support provided during the academic year.

Establishing the Grant

In August, 1992, the CC-STADUS (Cross-Curricular System Thinking and Dynamics Using STELLA) grant proposal was submitted to the National Science Foundation. The project was awarded funding on May 7, 1993. The three-year project was designed to train more than 150 pre-college teachers of science, mathematics, and social sciences in the design and use of system models in the classroom. STELLA II software, developed by High Performance Systems, was chosen as the vehicle for model development. Diana M. Fisher, Project Director (Math/Computer teacher at Franklin High School, Portland, Oregon, USA) and Ron Zaraza (Physics
teacher/Computer Coordinator at Wilson High School, Portland, Oregon, USA) have served as primary planners and implementers of the grant. The other two principal investigators, Dr. Andrew Jonca (Educational Software Developer, specialist in numerical analysis, Image Builder Inc.) and Steve Carlson (Assistant Superintendent, Blaine County Schools, Hailey Idaho), have assisted with the training and planning, review and validation of the models developed, and evaluation of the use of the models by classroom teachers.

The CC–STADUS project has four primary goals. Three are attainable each year. The fourth is a long term goal that could result in a systemic change in the nature of education. The first of these goals focuses on training teachers in the basics of system dynamics and in the development of computer models specific to their own content area. This is seen as the first step in developing teachers capable of bringing the concepts of system dynamics into the pre-college classroom. At the time of the grant proposal, fundamental ideas of system dynamics had achieved substantially less exposure in the educational community than in the business world. Though improving, this situation still persists. Through the project’s summer institute training, teachers are exposed to the basic concepts of system dynamics in the context of their own subject matter as a means of demonstrating the usefulness of the approach.

The second goal is only achievable after some progress has been made on the first. While a number of individuals and groups have developed, and in some cases, distributed single discipline models for use at the pre-college level, very few multi-disciplinary models were in the public domain in 1993. Teachers interested in broader modeling have had little to build on. To remedy this situation, development of a collection of cross-curricular models and curricular materials, with broad applicability to mathematics, science, and the social sciences, has been the emphasis throughout most of the summer training. Once teachers develop a minimal comfort level with the ideas of system dynamics and the mechanics of the STELLA II software, they begin working in teams on a major cross-curricular model. This refines their understanding of system dynamics and modeling, facilitating building of models on their own. It is hoped that they will continue cross-curricular modeling when they return to their schools. However, completion of one cross-curricular model is required by the end of the three week training. These models and curricula are edited, validated, and then freely distributed through the Creative Learning Exchange.

Use of the models developed by the teachers in the summer is the third goal of the project. If the materials are to have an impact on the learning of students, these must be used and refined. Each participant in the project is expected to use materials in their classes, as well as to develop and use at least one other model. They are evaluated through individual in-class observations, videotaping, and written assessments.

The fourth goal of the project is by far the most ambitious. Many curriculum projects present and develop outstanding ideas and materials. However, they have little large-scale impact on education. Sometimes this happens because they are too specialized, other times because they rely on a few key people to prepare materials or provide training. In a few cases, those who originate the idea keep it under too tight a control. The real purpose of the CC–STADUS project is the training and encouragement of a large enough group of “users” and “developers” to become a self-sustaining movement. Significant numbers of high-quality models and curricula will create a demand for more models and stimulate their development. A cadre of teachers using and developing models will begin to expose others to the ideas and materials. Growth of the use of system dynamics and modeling concepts will not depend on the efforts of a few, but will be driven by a large group assisted by “experts” who emerge and develop through the assistance of the project. The core team, chosen each year from previous participants to train the next group of teachers, is already evolving into that group of “experts”.

Evolution of the Summer Training Institute

The three-week summer institute is the most visible and first key component of the CC–STADUS project. In it, teachers are exposed to the concept of using simulations as a teaching tool. Then, they are specifically introduced to the use of STELLA II. After they have had sixteen hours of
intensive training in the building and use of STELLA II models in their own discipline, they receive further training in the general use of the software and in the basic concepts of system dynamics. Finally, they develop a major cross-curricular model working with a team of teachers in other disciplines.

Although the structure of the summer institute has remained similar to that outlined in the original grant proposal, the specifics have changed substantially in the three years of the project. The first efforts, based on the principal investigators’ assumptions about how they had learned and used STELLA II, have been modified to accommodate the experiences of the 85 people trained in the first two years of the grant. To understand what worked and what didn’t, and why, it is best to look at each segment of the training.

Introducing Simulations/Modeling and Single-Discipline Training in STELLA II
In all three years of the summer institute, the first twelve hours of training have been dedicated to introducing the use of simulations and modeling as a teaching tool. After business and housekeeping formalities, teachers are broken into two groups. Each of these groups works through the Fishbanks\textsuperscript{2} simulation. This introduces computer modeling/simulation for those who have had no prior experience with it, providing an outstanding example of how an apparently single discipline model can have many multi-disciplinary implications. In this simulation, each group of participants forms six companies. These six companies control fishing fleets. The goal of each company is maximization of assets. To do this, the companies make decisions about the number of ships to buy and where to send those ships in the hope of maximizing fish catch. During the course of the activity problems arise, including potential catastrophic depletion of the fish population. After a ten-year simulation, the activity is ended and a de-briefing is done. Discussion of the assumptions and problem solving skills used in the simulation are directed into a general discussion about the nature of situations that can be modeled or simulated.

Participant response to this activity has been uniformly positive. They regard it as a perfect way to introduce modeling, and a number of them have used the simulation in their own classes. This activity is followed by a population model tutorial using, but not directly teaching STELLA II.

The next 16 hours of training focus on learning the basic mechanics of building STELLA II models. In this segment, participants work within their own discipline groups. Training is designed and provided by the core team member in each discipline (science, mathematics, social science). This is also the portion of the training that has undergone the most extensive changes.

Development of the three-week summer training program for the first year of the grant (summer 1993) was an exercise in improvisation. Training was to be provided by the principal investigators and a core team consisting of five other teachers who had some experience in using STELLA II. Only two of the principal investigators had used the software more than a full year. The other trainers had used STELLA II, but had a level of expertise substantially below that of the principal investigators. This meant that some decisions were made using assumptions that were not based on actual prior experience. An additional complication was the limited time available for preparing for the institute. The team of trainers began planning specific materials for the two days of STELLA II training in their content areas in March, 1993. However, the development of these materials was not fully pursued until the actually confirmation of the grant award. As a result, the majority of the development of activities and materials was carried out in the six weeks immediately before the training.

In developing these content specific materials for the first year of the training, each discipline core team planned the training and materials independently. These was no agreement on basic concepts covered. The math group focused on modeling structures (linear, exponential, and quadratic models) as well as some of the special input options in models (if–then statements, graphical inputs). The science team followed a similar pattern, but didn’t identify the structures by name, nor did they emphasize their importance in looking at general models. Additionally, the science team introduced other models (S–shaped growth, oscillatory) that proved too complex for participants at that point. The social science team did not address basic structures. Rather, it looked at models of a rather high level of complexity because of their interest.
The decisions to proceed this way were made for seemingly valid reasons. The math team felt that the basic structures were most important, and would be easily related to by teachers accustomed to looking at ideas in terms of functions and patterns. The science team also felt that the structures were most important, but that they could be best understood by developing them in the context of science content. The more complex models were an attempt to show the power of modeling in addressing problems normally beyond the scope of quantitative discussion in the pre-college environment.

The social sciences team chose a course based on the entire group's concerns about the social sciences participants, as presented by the core team. Of the three groups, it was clear that the social science teachers would have the least experience, and therefore the least comfort in dealing with quantified descriptions of problems and situations. Therefore, it was assumed that the simpler models, which were seen as highly numeric and not rich in social science content, would be of less interest to social science teachers. There was a real fear that the social science teachers would become frustrated and disinterested if they spent too much time on these numeric models. As a result, the choice was made to focus on high interest models, at the cost of developing basic mastery of modeling language and structures.

The results of these choices became apparent in later portions of the training. It was clear that each group had been prepared with different strengths, and different weaknesses. The mathematics teachers had the clearest understanding of the structures and the mathematics behind the modeling process. However, they had less knowledge about ways these structures could be applied to describe real-world situations. This was in part due to their core team training, and in part due to their professional training in mathematics, which rarely emphasized application. The science teachers had some understanding of the structures, but clearly were not comfortable enough with them to quickly associate behaviors with structures. They could, however, with a little help, describe real problems which could be addressed by the structures.

The social science teachers had little idea of how to build simple models. They could outline and describe interesting models, but they had great difficulty reducing the models to simple structures that could be built. They were excited at the possibilities, but had anxiety about their ability to develop a model to fit problems. As the training progressed, they were the focus of much of the "remediation" in building models.

The training the second year was conducted by a new core team. This team was chosen from the first year participants. They participated in a lengthy debriefing and critique of the first year's training. In it, they strongly emphasized the need to make participants more comfortable with the basic modeling structures. In particular, the new social studies core team emphasized that they and their colleagues felt "handicapped" by their inability to quickly choose the correct modeling structure as they worked in their groups. They were supported by the observations of one of the most important people involved in the grant, Josh Behnke. Josh is a college student who was one of the first high school students taught systems modeling by Diana Fisher. He is a general assistant to the principal investigators and core team, and probably the most facile modeler involved in the project. In the first year, much of his time was spent providing assistance and support to the social science participants. He strongly recommended that the structures be emphasized, especially in the social science group, where their lack of quantitative training made it more difficult to identify the modeling behaviors desired without the language of the structures.

These recommendations were incorporated into the second year training, with gratifying results. All three content groups restricted themselves to learning and developing models using only three basic behaviors: linear, exponential, and S-shaped. These models were developed in the context of the subject area, but were clearly identified and discussed as basic modeling structures. In the mathematics training, they were used in looking at a variety of applications. Other recommendations from the first year resulted in some of the features of the STELLA II software being included in all training as well. Each group saw and built models with simple conditional statements and with graphical inputs for at least one variable.

It had been intended to teach the participants the basics of the authoring capability of STELLA II version 3.05, but copies did not become available to the core team until shortly before the
training. Use of these authoring functions was taught individually as models were developed in the last week of training, on a “need to know” basis.

Debriefing and evaluation by participants and both the second year core team and the third year core team (chosen from second year participants) indicated that the comfort level with basic structures was far higher than the prior year. Participants felt comfortable with and understood the structures. In particular, they were able to identify the appropriate structures to start with in developing their large cross-curricular models. The same basic pattern is planned for the third year of training. Of note is the decision that authoring structures will not be included in this part of the training. The emphasis on simplicity and basic skills/structures was very successful. It will not be tampered with.

Industry/Research Experts
The first year of training was conducted without a “test drive” A number of speakers had agreed to talk about the role modeling played in their professional work. Discussions with them included a request that they provide some “hands-on” activities for the participants. All agreed. The actual presentations revealed the differences in interpretation of the concept “hands-on” as viewed by academics, applications oriented researchers, and teachers. We had anticipated that the speakers would present material for 45–60 minutes, then have the participants work on the computer for an equal time. This pattern would be repeated until the speaker was done. In the actual presentation, only one speaker did that. All other speakers had few activities for the teachers. The responses in the daily feedback sessions and in the final evaluations were strong and to the point. The most positive responses were given to Ed Gallaher, a research pharmacologist at Oregon Health Sciences University, who followed the pattern we’d requested. Mixed responses were given to those who had some STELLA-based activities, with the negative comments generally focusing on inadequate activities associated with the presentation. Those presenters who spoke about more general modeling topics and had no STELLA oriented activities got almost uniformly negative evaluations. Even when participants thought the speakers had something useful to present, the strong message was “if we don’t have something to work with using STELLA as a activity, the presentation is of questionable usefulness.”

Planning the second year speakers, we followed the strong advice of participants and the core team. Speakers who were not using STELLA were dropped from the program. Those who used STELLA were reminded that there had to be at least as many activities as there were oral presentations. The need to focus on seeing STELLA used and using STELLA became the key criteria in choosing and arranging speakers. The outside speakers retained for the second year were Ed Gallaher, who presented a full day on modeling chemicals in the body, and Nancy Miller of Battelle Labs, who spoke on climate modeling. Andrew Jonca, one of the principal investigators, again spoke on the mathematics behind STELLA. Two additional speakers were added. The core team and participants strongly recommended that speakers be arranged who would discuss topics more closely related to the social sciences. In the first year, social science teachers felt that the speakers had almost uniformly focused on science and mathematics. To remedy this, John Heimbokel and Jeff Potash, of Trinity College, Burlington Vermont, presented on their work in interdisciplinary modeling, with emphasis on their “Plagues and People” activity.

Evaluation of the second year’s speakers was almost uniformly positive. All stayed within the guidelines, balancing computer activities with formal presentations. The mix of topics, content, and styles seemed to please everyone. This re-emphasized the requirement that presenters build on the training in STELLA done the first week. The activities increased familiarity and comfort with the software, while expanding the participants grasp of what could be done with it. The third year speakers plan is identical.

Advanced Topics in System Dynamics and Building the Cross-Curricular Models
Once basic training in STELLA is completed and speakers have given participants a glimpse of how STELLA can actually be used, the focus shifts toward the final product of the institute: cross-curricular models. In the first year of the grant, this took place in the last week of the institute. Steve Peterson, co-developer of the STELLA II software, presented an overview of system
dynamics/modeling for two days. This involved formal presentations and activities on the computers. He spent another day helping teams choose problems to model, as well as assisting them in developing their models. Participants then spent the remaining two days finishing their models and curricula. While this worked, it was the general consensus among both old and new core team members that this was not the best use of Steve's special talents. Additionally, it did not provide enough time for people to do the work necessary to develop models without putting undue stress on them. While the process certainly worked the first year, it could clearly be refined and made less stressful. In particular, more attention had to be paid to formation of the cross-curricular teams and choosing modeling topics. In the first year, none of the participants or staff could actually explain how or when the teams were formed. They were like mushrooms, simply appearing where none was before. Fortuitous chance could not be relied upon for a second year. Accordingly, the final step toward the completed models was revised.

Formation of the cross-curricular teams was always a major concern of both staff and participants. The entire project was viewed by some as a recklessly optimistic endeavor. Mathematics, science, and social science teachers tend not to cooperate. They have different skills, look at problems from different perspectives, and use different language to describe problems. The differences are not limited to quantitative versus non-quantitative approaches. They include an entirely different style in approaching and considering problems. It was assumed that the language of STELLA would be the common language that would allow them to cooperate. Originally, it was anticipated that participants would consist of three-person teams from individual schools or school districts, one from each discipline. This would provide ready-made cross-curricular teams. While about half of the participants fit this model, the other half didn't. Bringing those people into teams, and choosing topics to model presented the challenge.

In the second year of the institute, some progress was made toward developing a formal process for team formation. In the second week of the training, a large blackboard in one of the classrooms used for presentations was designated the "idea" board. Participants who had ideas for models would put up a simple description or title of the model with their name. During course of the day, others interested in the idea would put up their initials next to it. During lunch, breaks, or in the evening, the interested parties would discuss the possibilities of the models. Some teams formed that way. Near the end of the second week, John Heinboke and Jeff Potash spent an hour with the group talking about the potential of some of the ideas on the board. More groups were formed following that. Finally, the few who had not yet chosen a topic met to talk over possibilities and form the final groups. This approach worked, but it still is unstructured and haphazard. The principal investigators have some time designated in the schedule for "team building" activities in the third year of the institute, but at this writing the actual activities have not been developed.

Once groups are formed and topics chosen, the actual models can be developed. However, the basic training in STELLA was not sufficient to allow treatment of more complex ideas. More advanced training in systems thinking and modeling was provided by Steve Peterson in the first year of the institute. In the second year, that was largely taken over by the principal investigators, allowing more of Steve's time to be devoted to helping teams build models. In the second year he still presented some additional topics, but two full days of his time was devoted to working with teams. This additional expert help was essential for some teams.

The actual process of developing the cross-curricular models has produced two drastically different approaches. In one approach, the team chooses a simple concept or problem with multiple implications or many different relatively simple ways to extend the model. An example of such a model is "The Rulers", a packet developed in the first year of the grant. This packet consists of three basic models. The first is a population model with both births and deaths. The second is the same basic model, with the addition of a non-renewable resource that affect the population. The third model replaces the non-renewable resource with a partially renewable resource. The models are simple, and easily understood. The concepts involved, however, allow the posing of significant questions in biology, mathematics, history, political science, ethics, and even literature. The curriculum materials that accompany the model are an excellent example of how such a simple model can be both versatile and powerful.
The other approach involves choice of a complex problem, which often has a more narrow usefulness. The first year of the project provided an excellent example of such a model, "Mahenjo Daro", a model depicting the growth and destruction of an ancient city. The group that developed this model exhibited most of the behaviors that make developing the models difficult. Their original attempt to build the model had nearly a dozen interrelated factors, with several dozen modifying variables. They began by building a model with all the variables, then attempted to get it to run the way they thought it should. Two days of frustration brought them to the point of giving up on the model. Finally they simplified it and developed a very useful model, but not exactly the one they wanted.

Their experiences are characteristic of many of the attempts to build cross-curricular models. The success and frustrations participants have experienced the last two years lead to some generalizations. Many of the mathematics teachers had no idea what to model. They tended to focus on the structures, but had no idea what they described in the real world. The physics and chemistry teachers wanted to model situations that were already solved using algebra or very simple Calculus. These models may be useful in their own disciplines, but they have little applicability as cross curricular models (with the exception of models such as cooling curve models, which can be tied to mathematics, vocational education, and even the social sciences and biology through environmental discussions). Biology and Social Science teachers brought very large and very interesting problems to their groups. Unfortunately, they tended to want to develop an exhaustively complete model. Whether this is done in an attempt to imply validity or precision by adding all the details, or an attempt to simply tie together all the variables that normally can’t be dealt with simultaneously, the result is an impossible model. These models are seductive and exciting to teams. They seem to be an ideal application of computer modeling: a complex problem that eludes solution and analysis by other means. However, they are so complex that they are frustrating, especially if, in their enthusiasm, they begin by building the entire model. Novices, in particular, seem captivated by the power of modeling and made this error. It was difficult to get them to remember the injunction taught all computer programmers (and more often ignored than followed!): KEEP IT SIMPLE!!

Many of these complex ideas can be developed into excellent models. The key is to start with a simple core model. That simple model should be adjusted until it runs correctly, even if it doesn’t exactly illustrate the behavior of interest. Then the model can be modified to include other variables or linked to other simple models. In any event, the complexity level should probably never exceed two or three stocks. Beyond that, the logic and interconnections will be impossible for most pre-college students to follow. Many of the groups started this way. However, unless monitored and reminded, they tend to revert to excessive complexity. It is also useful to remind modelers that a good way to proceed is to make multiple runs of a model after each modification. It is not unusual for a change in one variable to produce major changes as a second variable is modified, particularly in oscillatory models. Several of the models built the last two years initially appeared to be valid, but exhibited obviously wrong behaviors when certain changes were made in combination. More test runs will reveal those flaws.

The drive toward increasing complexity and completeness appears so powerful as to almost be a law of nature. As models are built and enlarged, it is often necessary to remind the modelers that a model does not have to produce results or predictions accurate to the third decimal place to be useful. Particularly in the so-called “soft” disciplines (non-quantitative fields like history, political science, literature, and some aspects of biology), a model can be important because it becomes the vehicle for directing thought and discussion, not explicitly solving a problem. An excellent example of such models are the “Lord of the Flies” and “Schuster Forest” models developed by Tim Joy, one of the core team members of the CC-STADUS project.

Other Concerns
As the summer institute has progressed, other causes for concern have emerged that cannot be directly addressed as clearly as changing speakers or changing the order or number of minutes spent on a topic. Most important of these is the fact that a major impediment to successful
modeling can often be anxiety. This became apparent in the second year of the institute. In the first year, participants had a sense that they were part of an adventure, that expectations were not unreasonable, because there was relatively little to show them as examples of what their large models should look like. It was also clear that even the core team, while more experienced that the participants, were not especially sophisticated modelers. There wasn’t much separation between the teachers and the students. The second year, participants were confronted with materials that were polished, professional-looking documents developed by the first-year participants. They were intimidated at the thought that they were expected to produce similar materials. In addition, the core team, which had the benefit of more training, more support, and more experience than the previous core team, seemed more “different”, more separated from the participants. This became apparent to the core team and the principal investigators. In response, time was built in the second and third week to talk about how people were feeling, about their uncertainties and anxieties. These sessions were conducted, but not “led”, by core team members. The result was substantial allaying of fears. The intensity level of the training, the newness of the ideas, make “such safety valve” session essential. The result will be a greater comfort level, not only while building models in the summer, but greater comfort as the participants build models in their own buildings.

Supporting the Participants: Facilitating Growth of the Use of System Dynamics

That the participants learn the basics of system dynamics and computer modeling with STELLA is indisputable. The more than twenty major interdisciplinary models developed during the summer institute give ample testimony to that fact. The large number of single discipline models that have been developed after the training, the observations and evaluations of classroom use, show that substantial progress has been made toward increased use of computer modeling in the pre-college classroom. Most of the participants in the first year of the grant have completed all their requirements, including development of an additional model, presentation of modeling to other teachers, and formal evaluation of their use of models in the classroom.

In December, 1994, the CC-STADUS project was designated an exemplary grant by the National Science Foundation. In its two years of operation, it has been seen as been broadly successful in training teachers. However, supporting them in their efforts to use modeling in their classrooms has proven to be far more difficult that the training was.

Participants may be grouped into two categories: those who were members of a team (ranging from 2 to 6 participants) and those who were individuals attending the institute. In the selection process, preference was given to teams. Implementing new ideas is always difficult. Support of peers is always helpful in such an effort. It was assumed that the presence of a team in a school would increase the chances that one or more of the participants would not only use the materials received and developed in the summer, but would continue to develop new models and curriculum. The hope was that multiple users in a building would also stir interest within the building, recruiting additional modelers. In virtually every case where a team represented a building, at least one participant has become an active modeler, developing new models and encouraging others to explore STELLA and system dynamics. However, in general, only one member of the team has reached a high level of activity. The two exceptions to that have been a private school in which all three team members have increased their level of usage, have encouraged others, and have actually succeeded in making system dynamics a focus for reform in their school, and a middle school which had two science/math teachers who have collaborated on work and have recruited others.

What is rather surprising is the fact that about the same percentage of team members and individual participants have become high level users of STELLA in the first year of the project. This may be explained in part by the support they have been given by the project and by their building administrators.

The first year of the project, participants came from around the Portland metropolitan region. No one was more than 45 minutes by car from a principal investigator or core team member. Support or assistance could be gotten quickly and easily. Attendance at the monthly support meetings was steady, sometimes exceeding half of the participants in the institute. In the second year, however, more of the participants came from areas in the more remote regions of the state.
Some participants live 150 or more kilometers from the nearest other participant. As a result, support is not as accessible. However, the number of "high" level users is about the same. The number of minimal users is slightly larger. Discussion with the core teams, who have been responsible for most of the evaluation of participants, indicates that encouragement and assistance are most critical to the minimal or average users. Help on a model, teaching a demonstration lesson, or simply a gentle reminder and words of encouragement serve to increase the level of work and commitment for many of the participants. Others, of course, require more extensive assistance.

A major error made both years has been beginning the process of support and assessment. The first month of school is always stressful and tightly scheduled. It is a time when teachers are getting classrooms and classes prepared for the year, with little free time. Most regard it as a time for old, proven activities, a time to establish expectations and patterns of work and behavior, not a time to take a risk. As a result, the principal investigators and core team chose to begin assessment and support activities at least two months into the school year. This delay meant that many of the participants had four months between their last use of the software and beginning to think about using it in the classroom. The loss of enthusiasm and skill placed them in the position of re-learning what they had done in the summer. This is reflected in almost all monitoring of participants, with the exception of the core team, which meets in October. For the third year, follow-up, assessment, and support will begin by October first.

The participants themselves report a number of obstacles to using the models and concepts in their classes. The most commonly mentioned obstacle is one that is endemic to teaching: lack of time. Putting in new activities takes time away from other activities. Preparing new activities and developing new models or strategies takes time from a life that is usually too full already. When teachers are provided time (in some cases, by their administrations), their ability to use and develop project materials increases dramatically. The core teams, with 6 days spent building models and planning training, are excellent examples of the benefits of free time. Their sophistication as modelers has exceeded all expectations. They have had the time to think, plan, and build models.

The second major impediment to wider use of models and systems concepts is a lack of hardware and software. Every participant receives one full-featured copy of the software. As part of the application process, their administrators must guarantee access to at least one computer when using STELLA in the classroom. Some participants have access to computer labs, others do not. However, only core team members, chosen on the basis of their modeling ability, creativity, ability to work with people, and enthusiasm, received an additional five copies of the software. While these core team members, the principal investigators, and other participants have shown that effective work can be done with only a single computer and a single copy of the software, it is clear that increased access to both hardware and software makes it easier to use the materials, and encourages development of new materials by both students and teachers. This summer, all new participants will be provided with 10 copies of the run–time version of STELLA II. This version will allow existing models to be run and modified, graphs to be printed, and models to be built but not saved. Additionally, all previous participants who have completed their requirements will also be given 10 run–time copies. Increased use is anticipated, and will be monitored.

While the majority of participants have used, and continue to use STELLA in their classrooms, the frequency and types of use vary widely. A few participants have started to let students do model building. This ranges from a few students working independently during school time, to full–year system dynamics/modeling classes. Most participants have built at least one additional model, while others have built many. In general, these models are single subject area models. A few can be used in two content areas (e.g., physics and algebra, or literature and social studies), but most cannot. No large cross-curricular models have been developed by participants other than during the summer institute. When the numbers of users in any single building grow large enough, this should become a possibility, but at the current time none of the schools involved have reached that point.

The large cross curricular models tend to be used primarily by those involved in their design, though a few of the models have had much broader use both within and outside the project. In
particular, the models that are least specialized, such as “The Rulers”, have the widest use and adaptation.

In looking at those teachers who have made the most use of system dynamics after being trained, some patterns appear. Young or new teachers, with few other commitments or major involvements in curriculum or professional activities, tend to make more use of the materials and to develop new ones. It may be suggested that they do not have other time commitments that reduce their ability to do new work. A second group of teachers who have been very active are very experienced teachers (20 years or more) who have strong support from their administrators based on past work, but do not have other major commitments. Teachers in the middle of their careers, with many involvements, tend to make the least effective use of the project materials.

These generalizations are, of course, subject to exceptions. It does, however, seem clear that teachers who push the limits of system dynamics in the classroom must make a major time and energy commitment to the work. Candidates for the third year of the grant are being chosen with that information and the performance patterns of previous years in mind. The candidate who has done everything, and is still doing it, may well not be as good a choice as the candidate who is more inexperienced, but shows creativity and has time.

Notes

1. The Creative Learning Exchange, Lees Stuntz, Director, 1 Keefe Road, Acton, MA USA 01720.
2. Fishbanks simulation is produced by IPSSR, Hood House, University of New Hampshire, Durham NH USA 03824.
3. Tim Joy’s models, developed while a core team member of the CC–STADUS Project, are available from the Creative Learning Exchange.
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